The authors examined possible cerebral gray matter abnormalities in patients with panic disorder.
Qual itative magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) studies in panic disorder have shown a variety of brain abnormalities, mostly involving the temporal lobes and mainly located in the mesiotemporal area (1, 2) . In addition, a high frequency of septohippocampal abnormalities has been reported in association with nonepileptic EEG abnormalities in patients with panic disorder (3) . The only study that used a more reliable approach, quantitative MRI (4), found a bilateral decrease in temporal lobe volume in panic disorder patients.
To date, voxel-based morphometry has been applied in the study of psychiatric and neurologic conditions, given its power for detecting changes in gray or white matter density of the brain (5) . In this article, we report the power of voxel-based morphometry to identify structural cerebral abnormalities in patients with panic disorder.
Method
Eighteen right-handed outpatients (11 women and seven men; mean age=36.8 years, SD=11.3) were recruited for the study after having been diagnosed with panic disorder according to the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV (SCID) (6) . Fifteen out of 18 had some degree of agoraphobia. None of the patients had a past or current diagnosis of other axis I disorders (excluding some mild cases of specific phobia), traumatic brain injury, or other neurological diseases.
Eighteen right-handed healthy subjects (10 women and eight men) of a similar age (mean=36.7, SD=8.8) and educational level were recruited among hospital staff after undergoing a psychiatric interview and the SCID to rule out current or past medical and psychiatric diagnoses.
This study was approved by the Local Research Ethics Committee of our university hospital. All subjects signed written informed consent agreements following detailed explanation of the study and procedure.
Axial three-dimensional T 1 -weighted spoiled gradient echo MRI scans were performed on a GE Signa 1.5-T scanner (TR/TE= 12.5/2.2 msec, flip angle=20°, field of view=24 cm, slice thickness= contiguous 1.2 mm, number of excitations=3, matrix=256×160, voxel resolution=1.2×0.9×0.9 mm 3 ).
Voxel-based morphometry is a method for voxel-wise betweengroup comparison of local gray matter concentrations (5). The three-dimensional MRI data sets were analyzed by using SPM 99 software (Statistical Parametric Mapping, Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, University College London), as previously described (7).
The T 1 -weighted images were transformed into standard Montreal Neurological Institute space by using an automated spatial normalization (8) . The normalized whole-brain images were automatically segmented into an image representing probability maps for gray matter and finally smoothed by using a 12-mm fullwidth half-maximum isotropic Gaussian kernel.
Using the SPM 99 compare-populations analysis, we performed two one-sided t tests (healthy subjects > patients and patients > healthy subjects) in the general gray matter study, following a procedure described elsewhere (7). We derived p values for both differences in gray matter density on a voxel-by-voxel basis and also for the spatial extent of clusters of affected voxel. Only those clusters exceeding a size of 10 voxels were analyzed.
Results
Voxel-based morphometry analysis revealed gray matter deficits in the left parahippocampal gyrus of the patients (Figure 1) . No other brain regions showed significant differences (for either healthy subjects > patients or patients > healthy subjects) when the data were corrected for multiple comparisons. Gray matter differences could also be seen in other structures when uncorrected p values (p<0.001) were used. Regions in which gray matter concentrations were greater in the healthy subjects than in the patients were the left cuneus, right middle temporal gyrus, right inferior temporal gyrus, hypothalamus, right parahippocampal gyrus, right thalamus, and left and right cerebellum. Regions in which gray matter concentrations were greater in the patients than in the healthy subjects were the left middle temporal gyrus and left angular gyrus.
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Discussion
We found left parahippocampal gyrus gray matter deficits in our group of panic disorder patients. To our knowledge, this is the first study to analyze patients with panic disorder by using voxel-based morphometry.
Our results are relevant in view of previous neuroimaging findings. On the one hand, panic disorder has been associated with a variety of structural brain abnormalities, mostly involving the temporal lobes (1-4) . On the other hand, functional neuroimaging studies (PET and SPECT) have provided strong evidence for an abnormal function of the temporal lobe. Reiman et al. (9) found an abnormal hemispheric asymmetry of parahippocampal blood flow and oxygen metabolism in panic disorder patients in the resting, nonpanic states. Despite some relevant methodological limitations, such asymmetry was interpreted as an abnormal increase in right parahippocampal measurements. Glucose metabolism asymmetry in both the hippocampal and parahippocampal structures was later reported (10), which also suggests an increase in glucose metabolic rates on the right side. Similar results were found studying asymptomatic, imipramine-treated panic disorder patients (11) , suggesting that such abnormality could reflect a trait marker for the illness. However, the picture is not that clear, since lower perfusion indices both in the right and left hippocampal regions (12) and a significant increase in glucose metabolism in the left hippocampus and parahippocampal area in women (13) have been also reported in panic disorder. Despite these rather inconsistent findings, our results could suggest that the left-to-right parahippocampal asymmetries described in most functional neuroimaging studies reflect compensatory mechanisms possibly due to gray matter deficits in the left parahippocampal region.
In summary, our results support the involvement of the parahippocampal gyrus in the pathophysiology of panic disorder. However, further studies with larger patient group sizes seem mandatory to clarify possible clinical differences (in terms of panic disorder, panic disorder with agoraphobia, and agoraphobia without panic disorder) and gender differences and to elucidate whether parahippocampal gray matter deficits precede the onset of the disorder or appear as a consequence of it.
